
	  

 

Overcoming Client Objections 
 
Objection: I can’t afford it 
If you are hearing “I can’t afford it” all of the time, then you are not 
clearly communicating the value of your program.  
 
Make a list of the 10 outcomes the client will receive from doing your 
program. Use the clients own words… not yours! (knowing your niche 
makes this easy!). 
 
For example: After you lose the weight you will be able to look at 
yourself in mirror with love and confidence. You will feel empowered 
because you took back control over your health and appearance. 
That’s important and I want you to feel proud of yourself. 
 
If you can’t make a list of the 10 emotionally driven outcome 
benefits clients will feel by doing your program then you will 
continue to hear NO again and again. 
 
Ready for the powerful question that will have clients enrolling 
themselves? 
 
The reason this question is so powerful is because you want the 
potential client to be able to communicate the value they will get 
out of working with you instead of you having to tell them. 
After you’ve done your assessment and gone through both the 
benefits and features of your program but before you going into full 
on sales mode, stop and ask this question… 
 
“What do you feel are the benefits of working with me?” In other 
words, “Based on what we’ve talked about, what do you feel you 
will gain from working with me?” 
 
By asking this question you are basically asking them to enroll 
themselves. You’ve already set up the sale by communicating the 
benefits and the features so now it’s up to the client to connect the 



	  

dots. Now if the client can’t communicate back the benefits of 
working with you or if they just aren’t sure the program is right for 
them then you know that you need to work on clearly connecting 
the potential clients pain to the solution of your program. 
 
Pain point. Solution. Pain point. Solution. Over and over again. 
 
Let me say that again… 
 
Pain point. Solution. Pain point. Solution. Over and over again. 
 
The solution is the benefit or the BIG PROMISED outcome. 
Before your next transformational conversion consultation make the 
list of the 10 benefits or outcomes your clients will receive by going 
through your program. Then practice communicating them and 
linking the prospects pain to the outcomes. Then ask the powerful 
question I shared with you. After you ask the question, stop talking. 
Do not say another word. Sit in uncomfortable silence until the 
prospect answers. 
 
Give this a try… let me know how it goes for you the next time you 
have a transformational conversion consultation J 


